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Hey, everybody! I played Godbound for the first time this weekend and really enjoyed it! However, I found myself wishing I had a list of words and gifts from Deluxe and Lexicon books (I bought a PDF) that I could filter and sort. So I made one in the Google table! It doesn't have a
description, so I hope it's a good thing to get a chance to lay out, but a list of words, gifts related to them, their type of action, cost (in force), and books, They can be found in. I like to be able to filter some of them to get an idea of (like) where different gifts that have a type of Smite action,
etc. Anyway, here's a file for those interested: was looking around for something like this and couldn't find anything that surprised me, so I thought I'd put it together myself ;) If you see something that needs to be set up! However, you can 1) choose line 2, hit the filter icon in the top left, and
choose to create a temporary View filter or 2) copy the content there and paste it into your own table, and then include the filter for line 2, etc. Page 2 12 comments Full review with the actual game here: ) I want to start this review by saying that I genuinely love this game. I haven't been so
hooked and in love with RPG for a long time, probably not since I played the Exalted 1st Edition for the first time just over 10 years ago. The situation looks like this: more than a thousand years ago, mortals stormed the halls of Heaven in search of one God, fighting the Angelic Master along
the way so that they could know the truths of the universe. It didn't end up being good though, since the throne was empty. Furious mortals plundered the Heavenly Engines to build their own deities, Made by the Gods, according to the philosophy and dogma of each nation. It wouldn't be
long before Made Gods clash in blattlefield, with each conflict tearing up the fabric of the universe a little more. In the end, the Last War produced Shattering, a cosmic cataclysm that broke and scattered the world in many kingdoms, each of which floats alone among the Unsyable Night.
Meanwhile, the Angels were forced to go to hell, to a safe paradise, from where they could plot to destroy the world to recreate it anew. With made gods dead or weakened, and celestial engines in the blink of an eye of collapse, hope was almost lost. But then the divine energy contained in
the dead gods of heaven spilled into the world below, giving ordinary men and women divine power. It's God. Whether the world must be saved or doomed, it is their destiny to carve out their ultimate destiny. As I said, the main engine is recognizable to those who have played the classic
DHS before. You have six attributes Dexterity, Constitution, Wisdom, Intelligence and Charisma) are rated from 1 to 18 to measure how well you are on a certain field. If you need to make a check to see if you succeed or fail, you roll a 20-sided die. High is good, low is bad. Ordinary things.
What distinguishes God from each other? This time, no skills. Instead, players have facts that work a lot similar to Aspects of Destiny. If you have a fact applicable to a non-combat die roll, you add a bonus of 4 pounds to the roll. Fast, simple and customizable for the backstory and actions
of each PC. Players can also use the facts to get a general idea of the character's resources, and you can get things like Little Magic (the magic used by mortals) or the Divine Artifact instead of the No. 4 bonus. You start with three facts by acquiring a new fact with each experience of the
level you reach. Of course, this alone will not make for stopping the demigods, so we have words, spheres of divine power that tell us what God can do. Some words Fire, Beasts, Command, Passion, Sword, and more. Each character starts with three words, although you can associate with
more as they align. Just be associated with the word, the characters get access to some related perks or attribute increments. For example, anyone who binds to the Fire will be immune to the flame, while the one who binds to Might will automatically have Force 19. Once the words of the
hero are chosen, the player chooses the Gifts among these words, the powers his character will always have available (some of them are permanent, while others must be activated by God). In addition, Godbound can refer to Miracles from their words, either emulate gifts they haven't
bought or create their own effects (of course, doing so costs more than buying the right gift for work). Thus, Godbound have both fixed powers and free form of magic they can access if necessary. Some gifts and powers are free to use, but most of them require that the character make an
effort to activate them until the power is on. One God no longer needs active power, he can instantly return his spent efforts (for example, if the gift amplifies the attack, Godbound can return the effort as soon as the attack is resolved). The strongest forces demand that the hero leave the
Effort, committed even after its consequences have ended, either for the rest of the scene, or for the whole day. The Level 1 character starts with Effort 2 and increases that score by one every time they align. It's incredible how much you can achieve even on the first level for just two points,
which makes accounting quite easy. How does all this play? Awesomely. The battle is fast and fierce, with smaller enemies possessing no cure for the pantheon, in very large numbers (fortunately, Godbound has fantastic mafia rules). All Godbound have Fray Die (1d8 by default). Every
step, regardless of their actions, they get to roll their Fray Die to represent minor miracles that harm lesser enemies. So God can more smaller enemies pretty quickly. Aside from everything else, the book itself is incredibly useful for GM, full of tips and techniques for developing epic
adventures for your players. Even if you don't like OSR, and even if the pretty streamlined and polished rules in this book aren't to your liking, the book is so full of rules and tips that can be easily converted into other gaming systems that it's worth buying it just for that anyway. My favorite
subsystem in the book is Influence and the Dominion. As they gain levels, the characters increase their influence pool, which they can commit (just as an effort) to change the world around their off-screen based on his words. As long as the Influence remains perfect, their divine powers
support change only by returning to its original state if it removes the dots or the external force intervenes. For example, god finds an isolated island village that is constantly attacked by pirates. He must travel to a farthest place to deal with the tentacles of the abomination of pirates for the
deity. He fears that the village won't be safe until he returns, so he's working on a plan to protect them while he's on the sidelines. Working for several days, he creates an army of metalworkers, filling them with life with the help of the Artificial Word. As long as the influence remains
committed to this task, the army will be content and functional. If he ever removes it, however, they will start to fall apart and malfunction. If God wants to make one of these changes permanent, he must hold the Dominion. Once he has done so, the change is permanent and he is no longer
required to make an impact to bail out the changes. Once held, Dominion points are lost, and the character must earn more (usually from receiving worship by performing heroic deeds or looting Celestal shards). Following a previous example, Artifice Godbound could spend power to make
his metal army a permanent addition to the village, ensuring that even after he had long since left, they would still defend the village. Monday 6 April 2020 In April 2020 we presented Godbound Bundle, featuring Kevin (Stars Without Numbers) Crawford's RPG of divine heroes forging a new
world from the ruins of the old. In Godbound you play demigods in a crumbling world. In ancient times, the kingdoms of mankind stormed the heavens and fought through angelic armies to the Throne of God Himself - only to find the Throne empty. The mortal kingdoms decided to make their
own gods. Every Made by God who tried to sit on the Throne was reduced to ashes. When the hideous titans waged the Last War, reality collapsed in general destruction. Now, in the Insysing Night, new deities have emerged. Some mortals, seemingly at random, have become connected
with the words of Creation, which give control over the fabric of reality. Will God save the world from destruction or accelerate Demise? Funded in a March 2016 Kickstarter campaign, Godbound is an old-school take on the themes of the sublime White Wolf. Teh Teh uses the simple rules of
the B/X retrocleone (with power settings turned waaay up), so you can plunder decades of material for sworn twigs and problems. The Dominion and faction mechanic determines the mechanically supported impact on the campaign world. Does your hero want to build a fortress or take care
of the allied nation? What happens when the holy pantheon nation declares war on the insidious empire of evil? The rules give an answer that you can use. And, as with Kevin Crawford's other games, one of Godbound's main selling points is its system-neutral game mastering tools that will
help you create high-profile opponents and challenges for any kind of game. This comprehensive offer represented the entire Godbound line for the unrivalled transaction price. Two DRM-free e-books in our launch collection (retail value $25) included a full 241-page Godbound Deluxe
Edition basic set of rules and an introductory adventure of Ten Buried Blades. Those who paid more than the threshold (average) price also received our entire collection of bonuses with four more titles worth an additional $38, including the Lexicon throne (new words of creation and rules
for the creation of religions), Ancalia: Broken Towers (newspaper), and sixteen sorrows (severe disasters), as well as the full-length adventures of Storm Yizhao. Ten percent of each payment (after the gateway fees) was donated to a charity appointed by Godbound designer Kevin
Crawford, of Benzie Food Partners, a nonprofit Feeding America Food Bank serving Kevin's native county in Honor, Michigan. Benzie County is dependent on tourism and hospitality, and we have been hit hard by coronavirus blockage, Kevin said. The place has only 240 year-round
residents, and almost everything here depends on the closure. My neighbors need any help they can get. Resources limited by God
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